InVest: 67– Christ Mass Cycle Commences
Have you felt a quickening in the last few days, the unmistakable sign that the Christ Mass
energies have begun? New dreams? New stirrings? New wonderings? New upsets?
Every year, beginning about the last week in November and the first week in December, the
ascended masters and angelic guardians begin a new outpouring of light, energy, love and
inspiration. This Christ Mass cycle typically lasts until two weeks after Christmas day, at
Epiphany, which is the time when the three wise men visited baby Jesus.
This whole Christ Mass season is one of rebirth, renewal, peace and love. Since so many
millions the world over are focusing on the birth of Jesus the Christ, the higher plane guides use
this opportunity to pour out their blessings, inspirations, divine love, healing and peace sublime.
This is for the awakening of all mankind to spiritual or Christ awareness.
This year in our yearlong investment program, we focused on the power of rebirth, regeneration
and renewal during the month of November. Now that we are in December, our focus has
shifted to the power of elimination, denial and renunciation. In a sense, as is our right role and
function, we have gone a few steps ahead of the unenlightened masses. With our spiritual
rebirth in November, we have paved the way for the rebirth of all humanity.
Given all this, December can feel a bit schizophrenic at times. On the one hand, we are
reviewing the whole past year, slowly sorting through what has been productive and good,
keeping and solidifying all that we have birthed and accomplished, and then eliminating any
unhealthy, unneeded, imbalanced residue. On the other hand, in working with the masses, we
are called upon to focus on their rebirth and regeneration; and we feel our own quickening.
One outer corollary is that the Christmas season is a time when a significant amount of the
population becomes anxious, upset and depressed. Rather than being a time of joy, it highlights
all of their family traumas, difficulties, disputes and dissatisfactions. Who wants to meet with
his/her family, when there are so many unresolved conflicts and feuds with various ones? Many
have few, if any, family members with whom to celebrate; or limited finances to do so.
So, even as we are bathing ourselves in the violet flame to transmute our lingering personal
family difficulties, we also surround the whole world in violet light. Where there is sorrow,
division, selfishness, shame and suffering, we see this being dissolved and dispersed. In its
place, we envision the birth the Christ or I Am Self in each person. This is the only lasting
solution to all the ills of the world. This is the greatest gift that we can give to anyone.
Thus, in terms of the 12 Powers and our monthly investment program in the I Am Nation,
regeneration as the active polarity serves and complements elimination as the passive polarity.
The two function as one, sometimes with more emphasis on rebirth, and sometimes greater
dealings with renunciation and release.
For this Christ Mass cycle, let there be peace on Earth. Let it begin within our own heart, mind
and soul. Let it be birthed in all on Earth and in the astral planes. So be it.
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